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INTRODUCTION  
The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2006 aimed to clarify fire precautions 
requirements and bring together existing fire safety legislation. This document aims to 
assist responsible persons in schools to undertake the suitable and sufficient fire risk 
assessment that is required under this legislation. It does not however set out to interpret 
the law, which is a matter for the Courts.  
LEGAL REQUIREMENTS  
The legal requirement can be summarised as the employer being required ‘to take such 
general fire precautions as will ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, the safety of 
his employees and those persons not in his employment’. The law relating to fire safety is 
therefore now following more closely that set out in Health and Safety legislation. The law 
however states it is the responsible person who is required to make a ‘suitable and 
sufficient’ risk assessment that identifies the general fire precautions that need to be taken.  
A responsible person is the employer but can also be anyone who has control of a 
premise, so far as the requirements relate to matters within his control. This means that all 
persons who authorise or control building works are viewed as responsible persons and 
this will include both head teachers and school governors.  
HOW TO UNDERTAKE A SITE SPECIFIC FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT  
The following is a summary that is intended to assist the responsible person to complete a 
suitable and sufficient risk assessment and attached as Appendix 1 is a fire risk 
assessment document, produced by following the steps, which will help enhance the 
information contained below.  
STEP 1 – Identify who is to undertake the assessment  
It is advised that at school level an individual or group be appointed to undertake the fire 
risk assessment. This group could involve the responsible persons indicated by the 
legislation or the work can be delegated to staff or others. The person or persons 
identified however must be aware of the building construction or have access to plans of 
the building and be aware of the practice and processes which go on in the school.  
Action Point 1 – School Management to identify individual or group to carry out fire 
risk assessment.  
STEP 2 – Produce overview  
The individual or group is advised to start by producing a brief description of the 
building(s). Information should include details of when the building was built, whether 
single storey or more and whether there are separate spaces or if open plan. If separate 
blocks on site there will need to be separate descriptions for each but it is stressed this is 
not required to be a technical description, though including more detail on construction 
can be helpful. This should help to start the group considering the physical fire safety 
provision.  
The use of the building also needs to be considered at this time, the aim being to clearly 
identify the times when it might be in use, whether as a school, for lettings or as part of an 
extended school provision, e.g. breakfast club,  
Action Point 2 – Identify general Information and include in ‘part 1: Introduction’ of 
the school risk assessment. See Appendix 1 for an example. 
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STEP 3 – Identify high fire risk and protected areas  
The individual or group should start with a plan of the building and mark on it where they 
know there are high fire risk and protected areas. This will identify where the key physical 
fire precautions should be in place.  
High fire risk areas are rooms where, should a fire occur; the fire can spread rapidly or 
result in an explosion. The main ones are:  
 • Boiler Houses - Usually contain large quantities of highly flammable fuel, e.g. oil, gas.  
 • School Kitchens - Often have gas fed equipment and/or flammable substances.  
 • Kiln Rooms - Kilns have very hot surfaces and function with high internal 

temperatures.  
 • Food Activities Areas - Often equipment in use with high surface temperatures. 

There may also be flammable liquids in use.  
 • Laboratories - These generally have gas present and quantities of flammable liquids.  
 • Chemical Stores - These are considered a possible explosion risk if subject to fire. 

Science chemical stores can be the causes of fire where it is possible for incompatible 
materials to mix causing explosive or exothermic reactions.  

 • Rooms with Gas Bottles - These can explode if subject to heat.  
 • Workshops - There are particular concerns in heat treatment areas and where dusts 

are present.  
 • Electrical switchgear rooms - Can be high risk where materials are stored in the 

space.  
 • ICT Areas – High levels of electrical equipment will be present possibly with paper or 

other flammable materials  
 
Protected areas are spaces where physical fire provision exists to prevent the spread of 
fire into a connected space. This is usually where a space is considered vital in terms of 
escape in case of fire. The main ones are  
 • Stairwells – These are vital spaces as they allow vertical movement and will usually 

be protected.  
 • Corridors – Certain corridors will be part of an escape route and those, where rooms 

opening onto them have no other fire escape route out of them, will be protected.  
 • Rooms/spaces – Certain rooms and spaces on fire escape routes will be protected. 

These will usually be where it is not possible to exit the building within the travelling 
distance of 30 metres.  

 
Action Point 3 – Identify high fire risk areas and protected spaces and include 
information in relevant tables under ‘part 2: Technical’ of the school risk 
assessment. See Appendix 1 for an example.  
STEP 4 – Identify existing control measures  
Having identified the high fire risk and protected areas they need to be inspected to 
identify the control measures in place. Control measures will usually be one or more of the 
provisions listed below.  
a) Compartmentation – This is a key physical provision in the design of buildings. Any 
room with the door closed is a compartment providing the ceiling is solid or walls extend 
above a false ceiling to the roof. (Any inspection needs to check that this is the case.) The 
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aim in having a compartment is to prevent the spread of fire/smoke out of the 
compartment for a given period of time as this will give people time to escape and will also 
reduce property damage. 
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b) Emergency cut offs/isolation valves – In boiler houses, kitchens, work shops and 
laboratories, there will be emergency fuel cut offs, e.g. gas isolation, in place. Most will be 
in the form of a button or valve but in boiler houses there will also be a wire that is 
designed to burn through in case of fire and cut off the fuel supply.  
c) Electrical Equipment covered by Trip switch – In case of faults with electrical 
equipment the trip switch is designed to open the circuit and thus stop the current flowing. 
This reduces the possibility of the equipment over heating and catching fire.  
d) Fire/Smoke Detection – This does not prevent the spread of fire but aims to provide 
early warning so that evacuation can take place and emergency services can attend to 
fight the fire.  
e) Fire fighting Equipment – Although generally staff are not expected to use fire 
extinguishers, priority being to sound the alarm and evacuate the building, first aid fire 
fighting equipment is provided to aid escape.  
f) Fire Alarm – All schools will have a fire alarm in place and call points to activate the 
alarm located in the rooms/protected spaces or close by.  
g) Emergency Lighting – Emergency lighting will not prevent a fire or the spread of fire 
but is a physical provision that aims to assist persons to escape from a building or space. 
Most modern lighting installations will include emergency lighting provision and where 
present should be identified.  
h) Surface Finishes – The surface finishes of some spaces are designed to stop the 
spread of fire and this will be particularly relevant in protected spaces. The surface 
finishes of such spaces needs to be identified and whether they have been covered in 
display work.  
Action Point 4 – Identify control measures and include information in relevant 
tables under ‘part 2: Technical’ of the school risk assessment. See Appendix 1 for 
an example.  
STEP 5 – Carry out technical evaluation  
Having identified the information evaluate whether the provision is acceptable. This 
means making a judgement on whether what you have identified is sufficient or if more 
needs to be done. The following should assist with the evaluation.  
a) Compartmentation - All high risk/protected areas will require a minimum of half an 
hour fire resistance. This will usually be confirmed by a check of the door as it should be 
marked to indicate its fire rating e.g. F30 indicates half hour fire resistance. The door is 
usually the weak point as stone, brick or concrete walls will provide one hour’s fire 
resistance.  
b) Emergency cut offs/isolation valves - Every boiler room, kitchen, workshop or 
laboratory requires emergency isolation.  
c) Electrical installation – Most high fire risk areas will have an electrical installation with 
an electrical trip device in the circuit.  
d) Detection – Detection is not always essential but it is strongly recommended and 
where a new fire alarm is installed or an existing fire alarm significantly amended it must 
be provided. In any new installation detection will be integrated with the fire alarm system 
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e) Fire fighting equipment – Fire fighting equipment should be kept to a minimum but 
the following is advised  

 • Water Extinguishers – a water extinguisher should be located so that no point in 
the building is more than 30 metre from an extinguisher or one provided for every 
200 square metres of floor area. They do not need to be in corridors but have 
historically been positioned there.  

 • Carbon Dioxide Extinguishers - These are to be located in every laboratory and 
food activities/housecraft room. They are also to be located in any room where 
there is a large number of computers present, in a staff room if it contains electrical 
equipment, and in or near main school offices.  

 • Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF) – An AFFF extinguisher is required in 
every boiler room with fuel oil. They are also required in School Kitchens but not 
food activity areas.  

 • Dry Powder Extinguisher - These can be used in place of other extinguishers, 
e.g. as a substitute for AFFF in a school kitchen. They are not recommended for 
schools because if they are set off the powder is difficult to clean up and will 
aggravate medical conditions, e.g. asthma  

 • Fire Blankets - These are required in every food activity/housecraft room, pottery 
room, metal workshop, laboratory and assembly hall.  

 • Buckets of Sand - The advice is that two buckets of sand should be provided in 
every laboratory. These are now rarely used as other materials are available to 
absorb or contain spillages.  

 
f) Fire Alarm – An automatic fire alarm should be present in all schools but the 
assessment also needs to consider the location of the call points. There should be a call 
point on the escape route from each high fire risk area, usually located close to the door. 
Modern fire alarms will have integrated heat/smoke detection and this is the ideal scenario. 
It is also advised that new alarm systems be integrated with hold open devices for doors, 
e.g. magnetic door locks.  
NB All schools are advised to consider the provision of hold open devices on doors 
as these are beneficial in terms of general safety, fire safety and maintenance.  
g) Emergency Lighting – Emergency lighting should be in place where the school is 
used by persons unfamiliar with the building before or after normal school hours and will 
be provided as part of any new installation. Where not installed self illuminating signage or 
portable powered lighting is an acceptable alternative in the interim.  
h) Surface Finishes – The surface finishes in protected spaces are expected to be Class 
O, which is brickwork, blockwork, concrete, plasterboard, ceramic tiles, plaster finishes 
and thin vinyl/paper coverings on inorganic surfaces. In corridors it is acceptable to have 
up to 30% of the surface covered by displays but these should be on display boards and 
ideally have a plastic cover.  
The outcome of the evaluation will usually be that the provision is satisfactory or the 
inspection will identify some minor remedial issues, e.g. door not closing or damaged. 
Where however the evaluation is that the provision is not adequate the Schools 
Health & Safety Unit must be advised.  
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Action Point 5 – Evaluate the existing provision and include your evaluation 
beneath the relevant tables under ‘part 2: Technical’ of the school risk assessment. 
See Appendix 1 for an example. 
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STEP 6 – Identify means of escape  
Using the plan of the building consider the routes that would be followed from each room 
in order to leave the building and then evaluate whether the provision is adequate. This 
will mean checking the number of exits from a room/space and the distance to a point of 
safety i.e. protected space. From any point in any room/space to either a final exit door or 
protected space must be a maximum distance of 30 metres. This figure being based on a 
‘speed of travel’ of 12 metres a minute and a standard evacuation time of 2.5 minutes.  
A single access door from a room is sufficient for most rooms, but any room which is likely 
to hold more than 60 persons at one time or any room with a point in it over 12 metres 
direct distance to an access door will require more than one exit. Some high risk areas, 
e.g. laboratories or rooms with doors opening onto fire risk areas also need a second exit 
from the room/space.  
You will also need to consider the opening widths of doors and whether they open in the 
same direction as the escape route. An inward opening door can result in a reduction in 
numbers being allowed in the space as it will increase the time taken to go through the 
door.  

Generally schools will have been designed to meet these criteria and it is only 
where alterations have been made that schools are likely to find problems, e.g. a 
gym may have been designed for a max of 30 and not intended to be used for 
exam purposes.  

Action Point 6 – Identify means of escape from spaces and evaluate the existing 
provision. Information is to be included in the relevant table under ‘part 2: 
Technical’ of the school risk assessment and the evaluation included beneath the 
table. See Appendix 1 for an example.  
STEP 7 – Identify fire signage  
In every school some fire signage will be required but the amount, type, size and whether 
it needs to be self illuminated etc., will vary. It is first advised that the existing provision is 
identified and marked on the plan of the building. The signage should then be checked to 
see if it conforms with current requirements, that is it is white on a green background and 
contains an ideogram, e.g. running man. The signage should be a minimum size of 
150mm X 400mm for corridors, signage in classrooms can be smaller 150mm x 300mm 
being suitable, and signage should be fixed at a minimum height of two metres above 
floor level.  
Once the existing fire signage has been checked it will usually be clear that it has been 
provided in public areas of the school, i.e. corridors, hall and lobbies, as the original 
design of the building anticipated only these spaces potentially being used by the public, 
e.g. parents attending school plays. This is because when designed schools were viewed 
as being used by persons who were familiar with the building mainly during daylight hours 
and signage provided accordingly. Where the building was used for public performances, 
which required a licence, there will also be self illuminating signage covering halls etc.  
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When considering signage the key is to consider how helpful it would be to someone 
unfamiliar with the building in case the fire alarm sounds, when the building is being used 
after dark and the light fails.  
In brief the following is advised for a school anticipating use by the public and where 
emergency lighting is not in place the signs will need to be self illuminating or 
photoluminescent. 
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a) A fire exit sign above all externally opening doors from spaces in use by the public.  
b) A fire exit sign above doors leading into any protected space, e.g. stairwell  
c) A fire exit sign on any change in direction of a corridor which forms an emergency 
escape route.  
Action Point 7 – Identify means of escape from spaces and evaluate the existing 
provision. Information is to be included in the relevant table under ‘part2: Technical’ 
of the school risk assessment and the evaluation included beneath the table. See 
Appendix 1 for an example.  
STEP 8 – Identify day-to-day fire precautions  
Having assessed the physical provision then there is a need to consider what precautions 
need to be implemented to maintain the physical provision, reduce the likelihood of a fire 
and to evacuate in the event of a fire. These are summarised as follows.  
a) Flammable Substances – In large schools a chemical store may be part of the 
physical provision but in other schools use will need to be made of suitable fire resistant 
cupboards. Their location needs to be marked on the Fire Plan and included with the 
paperwork to be handed to the fire brigade should a fire occur.  
b) Waste – Waste materials are not to be allowed to accumulate. All waste should be put 
in bins and the bins emptied daily. Larger refuse bins should be in place for the daily 
waste to be accumulated and the bins should have close fitting lids and be held securely, 
in a bin store or chained ten metres away from any building.  
c) Keeping fire routes clear – This is essential as many buildings which were well 
designed have had the fire precautions sabotaged, unintentionally, because routes were 
blocked. This has ranged from storing a window pole through the push bar on a fire exit 
door, so that it would not open for security reasons, to locating a skip behind an externally 
opening final exit door such that it could not be opened.  
d) Evacuation procedures – These will be in place in all schools and will be based on 
practical experience. Evacuation procedures will cover what to do if discovering a fire, 
what to do on hearing the alarm and where to assemble. They will also cover what to do if 
the school needs to move away from its primary assembly point, this being referred to as 
secondary evacuation.  
Action Point 8 – Identify control measures and link with Steps 9 & 10. Include 
information under ‘part 3: Operational’ or ‘part 4: Responsibilities’ of the school risk 
assessment as appropriate. See Appendix 1 for an example.  
STEP 9 – Identify evacuation procedures  
In all existing schools evacuation procedures will be in place but these will need to be 
reviewed. The evacuation procedures will then need to be included in evacuation notices 
and displayed. A mix of the following signage will be required.  
a) Fire Action Notice - To conform with requirements all schools will have a suitable fire 
action notice displayed in public areas. The fire action notice will indicate what to do on 
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discovering a fire and what to do if the alarm sounds. This fire sign will be white on a blue 
background.  
b) Class Evacuation Notices – These expand on the basic fire notice and will usually 
indicate what students will do and include a plan of the building showing the normal route 
out of the building and an alternative route. 
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c) Specialist Supplements – These will be required in workshops and laboratories and 
will indicate where staff are to isolate gas supplies. General expectation is that doors and 
windows will also be closed when leaving such spaces.  
In addition to the above there is also a need to consider what happens in case of an 
actual fire and how to move people away from the initial assembly point. If this will involve 
use of access gates then it is essential that they are always open or that keys are readily 
available.  
Action Point 9 – Identify evacuation procedures and include information under ‘part 
3: Operational’ of the school risk assessment. See Appendix 1 for an example.  
STEP 10 – Identify responsibilities  
In order for fire precautions to be maintained certain tasks will be identified that need to be 
undertaken regularly and individuals will need to be allocated duties that should ensure 
the fire precautions are maintained. The model document provides a brief summary of the 
expectations on individuals.  
Action Point 10 – Identify responsibilities and include information under ‘part 4: 
Responsibilities’ of the school risk assessment. See Appendix 1 for an example.  
STEP 11 – Identify maintenance requirements  
There are a number of physical systems that need to be maintained and most of these are 
identified by relevant standards, e.g. check on fire extinguishers, fire alarms etc. These 
are as summarised on the checklists included in the model document. (See Appendix 1)  
Action Point 11 – Identify site maintenance requirements and include relevant 
information under ‘part 5: Record Sheets’ of the school risk assessment. See 
Appendix 1 for an example.  
STEP 12 – Produce a fire plan  
The fire plan is basically a plan summarising the information identified as part of the fire 
risk assessment. The group will need to include on a plan of the building the information 
identified above. This will include high fire risk areas, protected areas, and where fire 
extinguishers, detectors, call points, fire signage are located around the building. This plan 
should then be displayed in the lobby where it will be readily accessible to the fire brigade 
but it is also useful for contractors, to easily identify items to be maintained, for briefings to 
persons letting the building and for staff inductions.  
Action Point 12 – Include relevant information on fire precautions on a plan of the 
building and display in lobby or other suitable place and keep copy with school risk 
assessment.  
STEP 13 – Finish fire risk assessment document  
The information and precautions identified above then needs to be built into a school fire 
risk assessment document. This document will need to be in a portable format so that it 
can be shared with fire officers in case of a fire. The document must also be reviewed 
regularly and checks made to ensure maintenance visits are recorded.  
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If the above has been followed you should have a document similar to that produced as 
appendix 1 and this then only needs to be signed and dated to produce a school specific 
fire risk assessment. 
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Action Point 13 – Complete School Fire Risk Assessment and sign and date it.  
STEP 14 – Make people aware of the risk assessment  
The information on staff responsibilities is required to be brought to the attention of 
relevant staff along with the emergency evacuation arrangements at the beginning of each 
school year. Staff joining the school at other times must also be advised of their 
responsibilities as part of their induction and supply staff must be briefed as appropriate. 
Information must also be shared with contractors working on site and pupils are also 
required to be made aware of the evacuation arrangements at the beginning of each 
school year.  
Action Point 14 – Ensure relevant information is brought to the attention of staff 
and pupils.  
STEP 15 – Maintain the risk assessment  
In order to ensure the risk assessment remains suitable and sufficient there is a need to 
carry out regular fire drills and for the relevant person to consider how any alteration will 
effect the assessment. No physical alteration or change in use of the building must 
therefore be undertaken without first considering the fire safety issues.  
Action Point 15 – Undertake regular fire drills and ensure any proposed changes to 
the building or in its use are assessed and the assessment amended if required.  
CONCLUSION  
As stated this document aims to assist the responsible person to undertake a suitable and 
sufficient fire risk assessment and in most cases, where the responsible person finds that 
the existing provision meets the standards indicated, it will be viewed as suitable and 
sufficient. The document also means that staff locally will understand why fire precautions 
are in place and reduce the likelihood of them being sabotaged.  
Where however the responsible person/s find that the provision is lacking they will need to 
obtain more specialist input and where this occurs the initial contact should be with the 
Schools Health & Safety Unit, Telephone 01454 863223. 
B120/1/014/06 15 APPENDIX 1  
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1 Introduction  
This fire risk assessment has been undertaken to comply with Fire Precautions Legislation 
as amended by the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2006.  

 
1.1 - Description of Building  
 
Rangeworthy Primary School was opened in 1870 and comprises a main building with a 
separate Elliot Medway building. The main building comprises a number of separate 
rooms, including classrooms, a hall, toilets and a kitchen. All rooms bar one classroom 
and the toilets have external doors. The Elliot Medway building comprises one classroom, 
offices, a staff room and a computer suite. The classroom has an external door, the 
computer suite has two external doors, and the other rooms open onto corridors leading to 
exits. 
 

1.2 - Users  
 
The school is open from 07.30 to 22.00. Its main use is as a school and staff/pupils will be 
on the site from 06.00 to 22.00. The persons present are generally familiar with the 
building.  
The school may have persons with disabilities present, whether staff, pupils or other 
visitors but most of these attend regularly and are familiar with the building. The main 
building is accessible for wheelchair users.  
 
The school is also used for staff/governors meetings which do occur in the evenings and 
these can be after dark. Staff and Governors are generally familiar with the building.  
A range of after school clubs are run, which can be after dark. These are run by school 
staff, or others who are familiar with the building.  
 

2 TECHNICAL  
This section identifies the physical fire provision in place and its evaluation against 
relevant technical requirements.  

 
2.1 - High Fire Risk Areas  
Although the school is generally viewed as being a low risk environment from a fire safety 
perspective it contains plant or undertakes practices that are viewed as high risk because 
in the event of a fire it could spread rapidly and/or result in an explosion. The following are 
the high fire risk areas or practices identified.  
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ROOM OR 
PROCESS  

DESCRIPTION  CONTROL 
MEASURES  

Kitchen Located in the main building and opens directly 
outside. Daily school meals are not cooked on the 
premises. Electrical equipment used is a 
dishwasher, bain marie and water heater. 
The kitchen area is not normally accessible to 
pupils. Small scale cooking is undertaken in 
technology lessons under adult supervision, using 
electric oven  

Compartmentation  
Residual current 
device in electrical 
circuit  
Fire fighting equipment  
Emergency evacuation 
procedure  
Emergency Lighting  
Only trained adults 
allowed in the kitchen  
New equipment which 
is regularly serviced  

 
Evaluation – The control measures in place are viewed as satisfactory in each case.  
 
 

2.2 - Protected Areas  
The following are the specific areas around the building which are viewed as vital from a 
fire safety perspective to ensure escape routes are maintained.  

AREA  DESCRIPTION  CONTROL MEASURES  
Staircases  There are four sets of steps to/from 

the Elliot Medway building.  
Keep clear at all times.  
Surface finish is non slip. 
Ensure steps are well maintained 
Regular inspections are carried out to 
ensure adequacy  

Corridors  All corridors have external doors. 
Doors with security panels have 
emergency override facility. 

Compartmentation  
Detection  
Fire fighting equipment  
Emergency Lighting  
Surface finish is plasterboard but there 
are some display boards, but only 
covering approximately 10% of wall 
surface  
Keep clear at all times. 

Evaluation – The areas identified are the only areas which need to be protected to 
maintain escape routes. Each has the necessary fire resistance and adequate 
control measures.  

2.3 - Means of escape  
 
The means of escape in school have been checked to ensure that persons in classrooms, 
offices and ancillary spaces, have  
a) at least one door out of the space,  
b) two alternative routes out of the school building once outside the door,  
c) from any point in any room, a maximum distance of thirty metres to a final exit door, 
which is one leading to the outside, or a protected area.  
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The following is a general list of the rooms or spaces.  
AREA  DESCRIPTION  COMMENTS  
Classrooms  All classrooms will have less than 

40 persons in them at one time. 
None are classed as high fire risk 
areas  

From each classroom there is a second door 
leading directly outside and two alternative 
routes once outside of the classroom door.  
In either case a final exit door or protected 
area is within 45 meters of any point in the 
room and the escapes are greater than 45 
degrees. 

Hall The hall will potentially 
accommodate over 50 persons at 
one time and is used for lunch and 
Assembly on a daily basis.  

The hall has four doors, two which are 
primary fire exits. One opens onto the lobby 
with an external door. One opens onto the 
old dining room, which leads to two external 
doors. The third and fourth doors lead 
directly outside. There is also access to the 
kitchen via the shutter, for emergency 
evacuation if all doors were blocked and the 
kitchen was operational. 

Kitchen  Food is not cooked on the 
premises 

There is an external opening door and a 
hatch to separate the kitchen form the dining 
room. There is a full length shutter between 
the kitchen and the hall. 

Offices  All Offices open onto a corridor 
which is a protected space. The 
offices will usually have no more 
than three persons working there  

From the corridor there is only one exit. 
Alternatively, the ICT fire exit could be used. 

Toilets  All toilets, whether for staff or 
pupils, open onto a corridor which 
is a protected space.  

There are two alternate routes to a final exit 
once outside of the door.  

 
Evaluation – The arrangements are acceptable. 
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2.4 - Fire Signage  
 
Fire Signage around the school complies with the requirements of the Safety Signs and 
Signals Regulations and are white on a green background with an ideogram. The signage 
in corridors is a minimum size of 150mm x 400mm and in small rooms a minimum size of 
150 mm x 300mm. Fire Signage is positioned at a minimum height of 2 metres above floor 
level.  
 
The fire signage in place has been indicated on the fire plan. (The fire plan is a plan of the 
building with information added to indicate locations of certain fire safety provisions and is 
displayed in the lobby.)  
 
 

3 OPERATIONAL  
3.1 - Fire Precautions  
The following are in place: 
3.1.1 – Maintenance of Systems – All automatic systems, e.g. fire alarms, have 
maintenance systems in place based on relevant standards. Full information on the 
frequency of the maintenance and the tests required are included in section 5 of this risk 
assessment.  
3.1.2 – Visual Checks – Visual checks are required to reinforce the maintenance systems. 
All staff are required to report any defects which affect safety provision.  
3.1.3 – Housekeeping – All rubbish/waste is put into relevant waste receptacles located 
around the school. General waste is collected by cleaners each evening and deposited in 
large waste bins located away from the building.  
3.1.4 – Flammable Substances – Only small amounts of flammable substances are used 
in offices/classrooms at one time. Additional supplies are kept in metal lockers but only 
small amounts are kept. The practice is to order as required. Other flammable substances 
used by caretakers/cleaners are kept in lockable flame resistant cabinets  
3.1.5 – Fire Exit doors and Escape Routes – All fire exit doors and escape routes are to 
be kept clear of obstructions.  
3.1.6 – Fire Evacuation Arrangements – The primary fire evacuation arrangements 
have been identified for all spaces and are as contained in fire action notices or 
class/room evacuation notices. The primary assembly point being the playground. More 
detailed arrangements will be made for pupils with disabilities and included as specific 
responsibilities.  
3.1.7 – Secondary Evacuation Arrangements – In the event that the normal assembly 
point is compromised all staff/pupils will be moved off site and assemble in the church. 

 
3.2 - Fire Notices  
3.2.1 – Fire Action Notice – A fire action notice is on display in all public areas. This 
identifies what to do on hearing the alarm and what to do on discovering a fire as well as 
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identifying the assembly point. Fire routines are discussed during the staff induction 
process. 
3.2.2 – Class/Room Evacuation Notices – For each room an additional fire evacuation 
notice has been produced and discussed with pupils. This identifies two alternative routes 
from the room to the primary assembly area.  
 

3.3 - Training  
All staff will be provided with instruction on the fire precautions and fire evacuation 
arrangements in place and informed of their responsibilities as contained in section 4 of 
this document. A record will be kept of when the briefings are made and who attends, and 
Health and Safety is a standing item on weekly staff meeting agendas. 

 
3.4 - Fire Extinguishers  
The priority will always be for staff/pupils to exit the building and fire extinguishers are not 
expected to be used except to aid escape. Fire extinguishers have been provided to meet 
the technical evaluation and are maintained annually.  
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FIRE ACTION  
On discovering a fire  
1 - Operate fire alarm by breaking the glass in the 
nearest fire alarm call point  
2 - Leave the building without delay  
3 - Proceed to the assembly point  

On hearing the fire alarm  
1 - Leave the building by the nearest exit  
2 - Do not stop to collect personal belongings  
3 - Proceed to the assembly point  
4 – The secretary will ring the fire brigade by ringing 
the 999 emergency number and when asked for 
location will advise –  

Rangeworthy Primary School,  
Church Lane, Wotton Road, 
Rangeworthy, BS37 7ND  
 
Assembly Point:  

Main Playground  
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4 RESPONSIBILITIES  
The following are the specific responsibilities individuals have in respect of fire safety at 
the school  

4.1 - Headteacher  
The Headteacher will ensure  
a) A fire risk assessment is produced and reviewed annually or when major modifications 
have taken place to the fabric of the building. 
b) Fire precautions are implemented.  
c) Staff are trained/briefed on their responsibilities for safety and updated as required 
during induction.  
d) That maintenance arrangements are in place for the fire alarm system, emergency 
lighting, fire extinguishers as appropriate (Refer to section 5) 
e) That all persons using the building outside of normal hours are made aware of the 
relevant fire evacuation arrangements.  
 

4.2 - Designated Person  
The designated person will  
a) Take responsibility for organising fire drills and  
b) will take charge in the event of an evacuation.  
The Designated person will be the Headteacher or Senior Teacher but in the event of their 
absence the senior person on site will be responsible for coordinating the fire evacuation. 
The  next person in charge will follow out the fire regulations in the absence of the 
Headteacher and Senior Teacher. 

4.3 - Secretary  
The secretary will  
a) ring the fire brigade during working hours in the event of an evacuation and give the 
name of the school and  
b) collect registers if in the office (normally class teachers will take registers from 
classrooms) and take them to the designated person in the playground. When the 
secretaries have left the building, the registers will passed on to the next person in charge. 

4.4 - Staff  
All staff will  
a) maintain good standards of housekeeping,  
b) ensure that routes to fire exits are kept clear, and this will be verified during Health and 
Safety inspections. 
c) report problems to the Head 
d) have as a priority the safe evacuation of persons from the building.  
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4.5 - Pupils  
Pupils will be instructed in what to do when the fire alarm sounds or they discover a fire.  
Pupils will also be advised that they are expected to  
a) do as directed by staff,  
b) to be quiet and  
c) to walk not run.  

4.6 - Specific Responsibilities  
People will be appointed with specific responsibilities as and when appropriate, e.g. a 
pupils dedicated TA will be required to support the pupil during the fire evacuations. The 
exact requirements will be the subject of a risk assessment and will be based on the 
following principles:  

 • Persons who have difficulty with mobility should be last out of a space if their 
evacuation will delay others exiting the space.  

 • Where persons with physical difficulties are not at ground level horizontal 
evacuation will take place. Horizontal evacuation means movement on a level to a 
place of safety, furthest from the fire.  

 • No attempt should be made to transfer a pupil to a more appropriate piece of 
mobility equipment, e.g. standing frame to chair, if this would delay evacuation. In 
an emergency it is acceptable to physically lift and carry someone out of a building.  

 • Whenever a person is able to negotiate stairs but is simply slower they will be 
allowed to evacuate in their own time.  

 

5 RECORD SHEETS  
These records show the training and maintenance activity needed to keep the fire safety 
arrangements in order  

System  Maintenance Requirement  Who 
undertakes  

Automatic Fire Detection  Quarterly  Service 
Contractor  

Automatic Fire Alarm 
System  

a) Weekly Sounder Test  Headteacher  

b) Quarterly Service Visit  Contractor  

Emergency Lighting  As indicated by Manufacturers 
recommendations  

Contractor  

First Aid Fire Fighting 
Equipment (fire 
extinguishers etc.)  

a) Weekly  Staff  

b) Annually  Service Contractor  

Fire Drill  Four times per annum (one  
familiarization drill and at different 
times of the day)  

Head Teacher  

Fire Training  Annually  Head Teacher  
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5.1 - FIRE DRILLS  
A full fire drill is to be carried out three times a year in addition to a “familiarisation drill” to 
be carried out in September. The evacuation time recorded will indicate when all persons 
are accounted for, i.e. after registers have been taken. The drill will usually be a normal 

drill but occasionally a special drill, involving closure of a route, will be undertaken.  
Date of 
Drill  

Type of 
Drill  

Evacuation 
Time  

Comments  Person in 
Charge  

Signature  
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5.2 - FIRE ALARM SYSTEM  
The fire alarm system board is checked daily to ensure it is functioning and the following 
tests are undertaken and recorded  
5.2.1 Weekly  
Test the system by activation of a call point on a strict rotational basis and ensure that 
doors with automatic closure devices operate.  

Date 
of  
Test  

Call point 
used  

Automatic door release 
operation satisfactory  

Fault  Action 
taken  

Signature  
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5.2.2 Quarterly & Annually  
The fire alarm is tested half yearly, by a maintenance contractor. (This is as specified in 
BS5839 Part 1.) The quarterly tests cover only some of the sounders/call points in a given 
zone whilst the annual inspection will include checks on all sounders/call points. In 
summary the tests will include a check on a) the battery back up to the alarm system, b) 
the sounders, c) the detectors and d) the fire alarm panel  

Date  Quarterly/ Annual 
system check by  

Result  Remarks, details of faults 
action taken  

Signature  
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5.3 - EMERGENCY LIGHTING  
The emergency lighting system needs to be tested every SIX MONTHS by a maintenance 
contractor. This test will include a check on a) the battery back up, b) individual lights and 
c) circuitry.  

DATE  FULL SYSTEM 
CHECKED BY  

RESULT REMARKS, DETAILS 
OF FAULTS ACTION 

TAKEN  

SIGNATURE  
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5.4 – FIRST AID FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT  
First Aid Fire Fighting Equipment, fire extinguishers, fire blankets, etc., are to be tested 
ANNUALLY, by a maintenance contractor. This test will include a check to a) ensure they 
are in position, b) that they are correctly marked and c) that they are fully charged.  

DATE  NUMBER OF APPLIANCES 
CHECKED  

REMARKS/ACTION 
TAKEN  

SIGNATURE  
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5.5 – TRAINING RECORD SHEET  
Staff are required to be advised of the outcome of the fire risk assessment, the fire 
precautions implemented and fire evacuation procedures in place as well as their specific 
responsibilities during inductions. This must be done as part of induction and at least once 
per annum  

DATE OF TRAINING:  

DETAILS OF TRAINING  

NAME OF ATTENDEE  SIGNATURE OF ATTENDEE  
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 Action 

Point  
Action  

1  School Management to identify individual or group to carry out 
fire risk assessment.  

2  Identify general Information and include in ‘part 1: Introduction’ 
of the school risk assessment. See Appendix 1 for an example.  

3  Identify high fire risk areas and protected spaces and include 
information in relevant tables under ‘part 2: Technical’ of the 
school risk assessment. See Appendix 1 for an example.  

4  Identify control measures and include information in relevant 
tables under ‘part 2: Technical’ of the school risk assessment. 
See Appendix 1 for an example.  

5  Evaluate the existing provision and include your evaluation 
beneath the relevant tables under ‘part 2: Technical’ of the 
school risk assessment. See Appendix 1 for an example.  

6  Identify means of escape from spaces and evaluate the existing 
provision. Information is to be included in the relevant table 
under ‘part 2: Technical’ of the school risk assessment and the 
evaluation included beneath the table. See Appendix 1 for an 
example.  

7  Identify means of escape from spaces and evaluate the existing 
provision. Information is to be included in the relevant table 
under ‘part2: Technical’ of the school risk assessment and the 
evaluation included beneath the table. See Appendix 1 for an 
example.  

8  Identify control measures and link with Steps 9 & 10. Include 
information under ‘part 3: Operational’ or ‘part 4: 
Responsibilities’ of the school risk assessment as appropriate. 
See Appendix 1 for an example.  

9  Identify evacuation procedures and include information under 
‘part 3: Operational’ of the school risk assessment. See 
Appendix 1 for an example.  

10  Identify responsibilities and include information under ‘part 4: 
Responsibilities’ of the school risk assessment. See Appendix 1 
for an example.  

11  Identify site maintenance requirements and include relevant 
information under ‘part 5: Record Sheets’ of the school risk 
assessment. See Appendix 1 for an example.  

12  Include relevant information on fire precautions on a plan of the 
building and display in lobby or other suitable place and keep 
copy with school risk assessment.  

13  Complete School Fire Risk Assessment and sign and date it.  

14  Ensure relevant information is brought to the attention of staff 
and pupils.  

15  Undertake regular fire drills and ensure any proposed changes 
to the building or in its use are assessed and the assessment 
amended if required.  


